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No matter what your business information needs may 
be, you can be confident that TBC has the solution 
that is right for you. More conference, training and 
distance learning formats in more vertical markets 
means more options for you to find what you need, 
when and how you need it. 

TBC Conferences, Annual, Large Scale and Training 
Events feature the most sought-after experts in 
Project Management; Mining; Human Resources 
and Skills Development; Finance & Investment; 
Secretarial; Government and Public Sector; 
Strategic Management; Maintenance, Manufacturing 
and Engineering; Energy, Oil and Gas; Tax and 
Legal, Quality, Marketing and Communications; 
IT and Telecommunication; Health Care and 
Pharmaceuticals; Transport and Infrastructure. With 
every TBC event you attend you will find access to 
winning ideas and proven strategies, each capable 
of taking your business and your career to new levels 
of success. 

Founded in 2008, the company now has employees 
operating into countries around Africa. The company’s 
revenues are generated from clients from the majority 
of Africa’s top companies. Our international network 
of offices provides a one-stop shop for a company’s 
business intelligence, learning and training needs. 

The company maintains the highest standards of 
quality and service in research, technology and 
product development. Our commitment to service 
and quality are the basis for our reputation as the 
world’s leading provider of business intelligence.

Tel: +27 11 795 1666
Fax: +27 86 6670434
Email: info@tiragalobc.co.za
Web: www.tiragalobc.co.za

PO Box 244, Randburg 2165

We offer the following:
Events Management 
Conferencing 
Workshops 
Training Services

TIRAGALO WORKING HARD IN 
BRING COMPANIES UP TO DATE
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‘The ultimate architectural expression 
of modern life in Cape Town; a build-
ing with a fresh appeal and a varied 
appearance,’ is how Seeff develop-
ment specialists Melanie Truss and 
Adrian Mauerberger describe The 
Legacy, an innovative new residential 
block situated at 145 Main Road in 
Green Point, Cape Town.

The Moses Mabhida Stadium in Dur-
ban KwaZulu Natal is one of the most 
outstanding testimonies to the crea-
tive abilities of South African profes-
sional teams. The adjacent Moses 
Mabhida Station was developed and 
built by the South African rail trans-
port body known as the Passenger 
Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA). 
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Industry Insight

Construction business intelligence
Industry Insight cc supplies construction business 
intelligence through regular services, customised 
requests and a comprehensive website. Industry 
Insight has developed an independent, objective 
and unbiased information service to the construction 
industry, embracing all four key market segments, 
namely residential, low income housing, non-
residential and civil.

As part of the company’s unique service they have 
developed a quantitative ‘act-based’ time-series database 
of construction activity across the country, based on private 

and public contracts out to tender, including a value added 
drill down facility to view project descriptions. Each project 
has been geo-coded according to the coordinates of its 
location, to provide real-time spatial analysis of construction 
activity. To find out more about the company and their 
services please visit www.industryinsight.co.za

The State of the Construction Industry Report is a 
focus report to inform stakeholders in the construction 
and related industries of developing and changing trends 
including economic indicators, pricing trends and financial 
indicators affecting the current and expected outlook in the 
construction industry. This document acts as a reference 
manual of key industry trends, updated on a quarterly basis. 
For more in-depth research on a particular topic, please 

Welcome to the first edition of Builders Quarterly 
Magazine!

Every day new construction projects are taking shape infusing 
life into our communities and the built environment in the 
form of new roads, power stations, railway stations, shopping 
malls, hotels, office parks and other structures. Additionally, 
renovation and adaptive reuse projects are revitalising our 
urban centres.

At Builders Quarterly Magazine, we are proud of publishing 
some of these projects and admire the contributions they make 
to their respective communities and the built environment.

Working with architects, engineers, developers, surveyors 
and other professionals we tell the story of each project 
highlighting what makes it unique. The country’s professional 
teams consistently achieve excellence and as a nation, we can 
continue to take immense pride in their pre and post World 
Cup achievements.

In addition, in each issue, we will obtain information from 
an expert to provide you with important industry updates and 
news that can assist you with decision making on your future 
projects. In this edition, you can read economist Elsie Snyman’s 
review of the construction industry’s preceding quarter.

Builders Quarterly Magazine will also increasingly focus on 
the sustainable aspects of projects. We all need to maintain 
a focus on the necessary changes to create a planet with 
widely shared and available renewable energy technologies. 
A completely new level of creativity is developing as people 
seek out smarter and more sustainable technologies and 
alternatives.

The first edition of Builders Quarterly Magazine features 
renovation and construction projects in various market 
sectors throughout South Africa. In future editions, we will 
also include projects in our neighbouring countries. 

We invite you to read through the publication and 

experience more of South Africa’s landscape changing and 
ultimately community changing projects.

We welcome your comments and suggestions and look 
forward to your feedback.

Lois Lesley
Editor

EDItoR’S LEttER
EDItoR’S LEttER
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Elsie Snyman, economist and CEO of Industry Insight 
summarises her report, “The state of the South African 
construction industry in the second quarter of 2010”, 
published in its entirety on www.industryinsight.co.za

The South African economy entered 2010 with more positive 
signs of an imminent recovery both domestically and globally. 
Some concerns over the financial distress of consumers as 
well as uncertainties with regard to Europe remain but the 
main message is positive. 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has revised their 
forecast downward for global economic growth from up from 
-1,1% to -0,6. Domestic growth is expected to rebound in 
2010, up 4,2% (revised from 3,1%). South Africa experienced 
its second consecutive quarter of positive economic growth 
following a short-lived recession. Based on a q/q annualised 
growth, gross domestic product (GDP) in the final quarter 
of 2009 grew by 3,1%, compared to -1,5% in 2009. Gross 
fixed capital formation (GFCF) moved into negative territory 
during the 3rd quarter of 2009, mainly due to the depressed 
residential market.

Investment growth in construction (including buildings and 
civil works) slowed in 2009, but nonetheless outperformed 
the economy. Working conditions have become tougher, 
adversely affecting employment opportunities, whilst 
increasing the risk profile in the industry. Margins are under 
pressure as volumes decline. Aggressive easing of interest 
rates has started to impact positively on consumers but high 
debt levels and continued pressure on disposable income 
continue to hamper investment. 

Business confidence improved during the first half of 
2010, but remained below the 50 level suggesting businesses 
continue to proceed with caution, both in terms of business 
and construction, particularly in the building industry. 

The trend in house prices has improved in recent months, 
in line with more favourable interest rate levels and this should 
improve the longer term outlook for the residential market. 

It is hoped that the decline in building plans approved has 
reached a lower turning point, but an improvement in actual 
“bricks and mortar” is still at least 12 to 18 months away.

The non-residential market faces increased vacancy rates, 
falling rental income and falling market values, expected to 
continue to affect opportunities for new construction in 2010 
and possibly also 2011. BqM

the state of the Sa construction Industry

contact Industry Insight for a quotation.
Data pertaining to the construction industry is scattered 

with most data sources measuring only a certain aspect 
of investment or performance in the industry. Industry 
Insight aims to continuously research available sources 
of information in the industry to provide a holistic and 
comprehensive view of the market.

Industry Insight has developed a unique time series 
database of projects out to tender and awarded, which 
is the only national dataset independently surveyed. The 
Industry Insight Project Database forms the basis of many 
of our discussions, and includes projects initiated by the 
private and public sectors. It includes both building and civil 
projects. Each project has been geo-coded according to its 

location, making it the only GIS compatible infrastructure 
dataset in the country.

Other sources of information incorporated into the 
report on a regular basis include Statistics South Africa, South 
African Reserve Bank, Provincial Government Departments, 
Financial institutions, Industry Insight Library, Databuild, 
Global Insight and the Cement & Concrete Institute.

Forecasts are calculated and projects based on expected 
trends in short to medium term leading indicators that have 
a strong correlation with investment in construction. BqM

For further information, visit www.industryinsight.co.za 

EDItoR’S LEttER
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AFGRI, South Africa’s leading agricultural services 
provider will shortly be leasing new office space 
specifically designed for the company in an office 
park located next to the N1 highway in Centurion. The 
project is due for completion towards the end of 2010. 

AFGRI currently leases office space in five buildings in Gauteng 
but as part of its cost reduction and efficiency improvement 
plans the company will be consolidating this space into the 
new building and will take occupation when their existing 
leases expire in October 2010.

The developers are M & T Development (Pty) Ltd, a 
company that focuses on establishing a well-balanced 
commercial portfolio with an emphasis on A-grade office 
parks. Their construction division, M & T Construction 
(Pty) Ltd are responsible for the construction of the unique 
structure for AFGRI.

Designed by Paragon Architects, the unusual and dynamic 
R111-million building features innovative architectural 
design. The 9,000m2 structure is being predominantly built 
with concrete and glass and only 400 000 bricks are being 
utilised.

“The AFGRI building, constructed on piles with two 
parking levels and three floors above presented enormous 
challenges to the construction team, one of them being the 
gables were special formwork had to be designed for the 
curved wall,” says Peet Fourie, Project Manager and Head of 
M & T Construction.

Although the gabled walls are the most distinguishing 
feature of this interesting structure, they proved to be the 
most challenging aspect of the project. Unique gabled 
concrete walls on four sides of the kappa shaped building 
create its dynamic shape. Two of the four walls jut out at an 
angle to the south-west and southeast. Each spans 22, 5 m x 
11 m with about 70 m3 to 80 m3 of concrete. 

“Interestingly, one of the gables links outwards. The 
formwork on the slab had to be left and the wall underneath 
propped ad shuttered until the roof slab was cast where the 
curved wall lines up and then had to be cast wit the last 
section of the deck,” says Fourie.

“A further challenge was the tiling. Special plaster had to 
be used on the curved walls and other similar areas to ensure 
that the plaster could carry the weight of the tiles. The four-
storey high foyer, complete with curtain wall and three glass 
lifts, is just as impressive.”

“The entire professional team, contractors, sub-
contractors and labourers are so proud to have worked on 
such a fulfilling and challenging project,” added Fourie. 
“It is truly one of a kind and for some, a once in a lifetime 
opportunity to have been involved in a project like this.” BqM

afGRI’s 
New Head Office 
opens in centurion

PROFESSIONAL TEAm

Developer:  M & T Development
Client/Tenant:  AFGRI Operations Limited
Construction:  M & T Construction
Project managers:  Capex Projects
Architects:  Paragon
PQS:  Pentad
Electrical Engineer:  DC Electrical
Landscaping Consultant:  Insite Landscape Architects
Structural Engineer:  Civil Concepts
mechanical Engineer:  Midrand Airconditioning
Fire Consultant:  Ultimate Fire Design

PRoPERty
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‘The ultimate architectural 
expression of modern life in Cape 
Town; a building with a fresh 
appeal and a varied appearance,’ is 
how Seeff development specialists 
melanie Truss and Adrian 
mauerberger describe The Legacy, 
an innovative new residential block 
situated at 145 main Road in Green 
Point, Cape Town.

The Legacy is a joint venture between 
renowned property developers Saul 
and Paul Berman and brothers John 
and George Comitis, co-founders 
of Ajax Cape Town, all of who firmly 
believe that this exclusive apartment 
block will add to the legacy of the 
precinct surrounding the new Cape 
Town Stadium.

‘It was clear when planning this 

joint venture earlier this year that we 
had to be part of the World Cup legacy 
solution, and what better way than 
to have a landmark position at 145 
Main Road, at the foot of the World 
Cup venue,’ explains John, a football 
personality in his own right.

The friendship between these two 
sets of brothers began 20 years ago, 
albeit in a more humble scenario, 
when John and his family opened 
the first Steers fast-food outlet in the 
Cape alongside Saul’s Alterations and 
Renovations business in Sea Point. 
Property development projects by the 
Berman Group include The Equinox, 
The District, The Ogilvy and The Regent, 
to name but a few.

Paul, who was an attorney at 
Sonnenberg Hoffmann Galombik, 
secured and administered the land 
upon which the development was to 

be constructed two years ago.
As John explains, ‘The key here was 

the World Cup. We wanted to actively 
position ourselves to precisely time the 
marketing of this high-end residential 
product to our World Cup visitors. The 
Bermans had already secured the land, 
and it fit our dream perfectly.’

This strategy appears to have paid 
off. Long before they even set foot 
on African soil for the World Cup, no 
fewer than four of John’s European 
football friends had asked him to 
reserve apartments for them in the 
exclusive block.

Izak Burger from MLB Architecture 
Urban Design, who created the complex 
in collaboration with interior designer 
Emmanuelle Sebillet, explains that the 
design of the façade elements was 
approached in such a way as to disguise 
the regular form of the building, and 

Legacy to live 
on after World cup
The Legacy, a new Green Point residential block offering the 
ultimate modern lifestyle.

PRoPERty
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that the building composition changes 
depending on the angle from which it 
is viewed.

The basic exterior appearance 
of The Legacy is a reflection of 
contemporary style, which plays with 
compositions of window and wall, light 
and shade, colour and texture. The 
units are as open as possible in order to 
take advantage of the excellent views, 
while solid planes have been kept to a 
minimum to facilitate privacy and sun 
control. In addition, extensive use was 
made of projecting slab and column 
elements so as to introduce variety in 
the elevations.

According to Melanie and Adrian, 
variety is the order of the day when 
it comes to the 47 apartments at The 
Legacy. The broad range of layouts and 
sizes from which buyers can choose is 
intended to provide a wider mix that 
will attract diverse buyers.

‘The larger north-facing units offer 
exceptional light and spectacular views, 
and to enjoy this, all two-bedroom units 
include glorious open patios,’ they 
comment. ‘You can look out over the 
ocean, see Robben Island, Signal Hill 
and, of course, Cape Town Stadium.’

Sun-control devices were also used 
on the glazed portions of the north 
elevations, together with overhanging 
balconies and deeply recessed windows 
for shade, while the smaller south- 
and side-facing units offer affordable 
accommodation at this historic 

location. 
The one- and two-bedroom units, 

which range from 99m2 to 150m2 
in size, are priced from R995 000 to 
R4,49-million, so there truly are options 
to suit everyone’s pocket.

There are also three garden 
apartments available at The Legacy, 
while the four two-bedroom penthouses 
have a price tag of between R3,89-
million and R4,49-million.

Amenities include a 24hr concierge, 
two lifts, and direct access from the 
basement parking garage. One-
bedroom units have a single parking 
bay while two-bedroom units have two 
parking bays. 

Residents have access to a roof-top 
deck complete with bar area and lap 
pool. The north-facing portion of the 
roof has a pool and entertainment area 
that is accessed directly via the lift and a 
weather lobby. Extensive use of timber 
decking at various levels connects the 
lift lobby with the swimming pool.

‘The deck creates a variety of 
levels, which define areas for seating, 
entertaining and suntanning,’ explains 
Izak. ‘The seating areas are protected 
by a combination of walled and glazed 
wind-breaks with shade control above. 
The pool and the raised timber deck 
are secured by clear glass balustrades 
for uninterrupted views.’

The Legacy is in walking distance 
of the V&A Waterfront, Cape Town 
Stadium, the new 18-hole golf course, 
Portside Centre, the new Cape Quarter 
shopping complex, as well as trendy 
clubs and restaurants, including Mano’s 
and Jade.

According to Izak, The Legacy is 
eco-friendly and features a central 
water-heating system on the roof. This 
system is assisted by solar panels and is 
a most efficient way of heating water. 
Lighting is also energy efficient.

It’s estimated that levies will be in 
the region of  R17 /m2. BqM

PRoPERty
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Riverside Office Park is a new office development in 
the Centurion CBD in Gauteng with spectacular views 
over the hennops River. The park is ideally situated on 
the corner of Lenchen and heuwel Roads in Centurion, 
north of the John Vorster off ramp with excellent access 
onto the Ben Schoeman and N1 highways and to the 
BRT and Gautrain station.

The park will serve the Pretoria and Midrand areas and in 
particular, the Centurion CBD which is currently being 
regenerated. The area has a severe shortage of A-grade office 

space and the new park, with its proximity to major travel 
routes and nodes will provide much needed quality corporate 
space.

Riverside Office Park is a joint initiative between Abland, 
Moolman Group, Lourens Group and Manaka Property 
Investments.

The development is situated on a 37,678 m² stand and 
although it lies within a busy economic hub, it will provide 
tenants with a unique workspace in tranquil surroundings. 

Riverside Office Park is built in a modern contemporary 
style with a focus on natural external elements. It has been 

Riverside Office Park built in 
a modern contemporary style
Centurion CBD, Gauteng

PRoPERty
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designed to have a park-like appearance and ambience with 
centralised landscaping and upgraded river frontage, earthy 
tones and extensive use of natural elements. Natural lighting 
has been optimised in the buildings and the offices have 
balconies that enable the occupants to enjoy the weather 
and natural scenery.

Demolition of previous developments and the clearing of 
the Riverside site began in 2008 and the bulk earthworks for 
phase one took place July 2009. The first building is due for 
completion in August 2010 and the overall completion of 
Phase 1 is expected in November 2010.

The office park offers 23,000m² of rentable office space 
spread over four blocks with three floors per building. 
Construction of the 9,500m² of offices commenced in 
October 2009 and will be completed in September 2010. 
This component is already fully let to the IEC. The other three 
buildings under construction are now available to let, with 
pockets of space ranging from 400 to 12,000m². Parking is 
provided at 4.5 bays per 100m², slightly less than the norm 
due to the close proximity to the Gautrain Rail Station in West 
Avenue.

Riverside Office Park will also offer tenants an onsite 
coffee shop, dedicated power outlets, 24-hour entrance 
gate security and a standby generator with provision  
for emergency lighting. Gross office space rentals are from 
R130 / m². BqM

Tel: (011) 908 3500/5 • Fax: (011) 908 2723

Email: magnetgr@global.co.za • Web: www.magnetengineering.co.za

WE SPECIALIZE IN METALWORK BOTH MILD STEEL AND STAINLESS 
STEEL IN THE ARCHITECTURAL FIELD

HANDRAILS • BALUSTRADES • BOLLARD • STAIRCASES AND GATES

MAGNET
ENGINEERING CC

Proudly associated with the Riverside Offi ce Park

PROFESSIONAL TEAm

Developers:  Abland, Moolman Group, 
 Lourens Group and Manaka 
 Property Investments
Architect:  Moren Williams Lotter Forsyth 
Structural Engineer:  Dekker & Gelderblom 
mechanical Engineer:  C3 Consulting Engineers 
Electrical Engineer:  D.J.J. Conradie Consulting Engineer 
Quantity Surveyor:  Davis Langdow Quantity Surveyors 
Space Planner:  Spacejam 
Interior Designer:  Wilde at Heart 
Landscape Architect:  Interdesign

PRoPERty
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It’s official, the residential property has finally turned 
with sales at Century City up a staggering 150% for the 
year to end June.

Allen Usher, managing director of Property World, the official 
on-site agency for developers, Rabie Property Group, said 
they had secured a total of 104 sales at Century City totaling 
R206million for the past financial year against 46 sales 
totaling R83million the previous year.

“There is no doubt the market is picking up – 65% of the 
sales were accomplished in the second half of the financial 
year – and in the past month a further R25million in sales 
have been done with an additional R10m pending.”

Usher said it was not surprising that Century City was 
showing a turnaround earlier than many other sectors of 
the market as it had become renown for its award-winning 
developments and the old-adage of location being the most 
important criteria to consider when purchasing property still 
applied.

“Century City is no longer pioneering and is now 
firmly established as a leading suburb as borne out by an 
independent survey undertaken by Finweek and market 
research group, Ask Africa that rated it as South Africa’s best 
middle income area to live in.

“One cannot overestimate the value of convenience in 
the hustle and bustle that we live in and that is exactly what 

Century City has to offer.”
He said sales for the past financial year had been boosted 

in part by the launch of the iconic Crystal Towers development 
which had lifted the residential bar at Century City. Apartments 
in the luxury development, which also includes a five star 
hotel and restaurants, are selling for between R1,7million for 
a studio to R14million for a four bedroom penthouse. 

In the first six months of this year Crystal Towers accounted 
for R106m of the sales, including two penthouses with price 
tags of R8,5million each. In July a further R20million in sales 
in the upmarket development had been achieved.

A large number of sales had also been achieved in Rabie’s 
Waterstone development which this year won the residential 
category of the South African Property Owners’ Association’s 
Awards for Innovative Excellence in Property Development. 
Waterstone is the fourth Century City development to win 
the prestigious award in five years.

Usher said Century City offered a wide spectrum of 
homes ranging from entry level apartments to multi-
million rand freestanding homes and the five-star Crystal 
Towers residences with no less than seven show houses and 
apartments available for viewing. 

He said the Rabie Property Group had also recently 
launched a new niche development, Little Moorings, which 
was offering astute buyers affordable opportunities off  
plan. BqM

Century City residential sales up 150%

PRoPERty



Nast Environmental Projects (PTY) 
Ltd (NASTEP) is a South African 
importing, marketing, distribution 
and installation company for himin 
thermal and solar products. NASTEP 
(Pty) Ltd has secured the sole South 
African distribution rights for 
himin Solar Energy products. The 
company markets the extensive 
range of himin solar and thermal 
products, which include a range 
of thermal geysers and collectors, 
photovoltaic panels, a range of 
solar lights – traffic, garden and 
streetlights and Win-Pin Energy 
saving glass. NASTEP’s range of 
himin geysers varies from complete 
stand-alone units, suitable for both 
flat and pitched roofs, to integrated 
split systems and heat collectors 
that can be fitted to existing 
electrical geysers.

Theo Rautenbach and Nico van Wyk 
established NASTEP (Pty) Ltd in 2007 
when Van Wyk returned from China 
with the licence to market Himin’s solar 
products in Southern and Sub-Saharan 
Africa. The company is currently 
finalising several large contracts, some 
of which are in the affordable and low 
cost housing market.

Investment in renewable energy 
and energy efficiency is essential to 
reduce the negative economic, social 
and environmental impacts of energy 
production and consumption in Southern 
Africa. The extent to which solar energy 
and other sustainable options are 

utilised will determine the future of local 
and global environmental sustainability. 
Probably the most important factor that 
will contribute to sustainability will be 
the creation of enabling environments 
for renewable energy.

“Amid the growing demand for 
clean energy options NASTEP (Pty) 
Ltd’s mission is to contribute to a 
sustainable and enabling environment 
for renewable energy by providing a 
range of responsible, integrated solar 
solutions for Sub-Saharan Africa. 
Forming a major part of these solutions 
is the supply and installation of the 
Himin range of solar products,” says 
MD Theo Rautenbach. “An important 
aspect of NASTEP’s mission is a firm 
commitment to good corporate 
governance and conducting its business 
in a dependable, market competitive, 
environmentally responsible manner. 
The company strives to consistently 

provide excellence in all aspects of its 
operations.”

The impact of global warming 
is having a drastic effect on climate 
change and the world economies. This 
has resulted in authorities worldwide 
seeking renewable energy solutions 
and a massive effort has been and still 
needs to be made to avert disaster.

“At NASTEP, we recognise that 
being a viable business enterprise 
creates opportunities for us to deliver 
positive contributions to sustainability 
and the communities where we 
operate in Southern Africa,” adds 
NASTEP director and co-founder Nico 
van Wyk who oversees NASTEP sales 
in Africa south of the Sahara. “The 
sustainability challenge is a defining 
issue for the twenty-first century. In 
terms of pursuing sustainability, in an 
intelligent manner, it is essential that 
those who have the ability and power 

the intelligent pursuit 
of sustainability
NASTEP – new age solar technology environmental products

PRoJEct PRofILES
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to effect and enforce change need to 
be constantly cognisant of the fact that 
how they grapple with that challenge 
will have not only a significant impact 
on the world’s environment, but will also 
determine whether they themselves, as 
nations, can prosper and sustain their 
way of life.”

The Himin Solar Energy Group 
was established in 1995 in the ‘Solar 
Valley’ in Dezhou (‘the Solar City’) in 
China and the company has become a 
multifaceted leader in the global solar 
energy industry as it integrates the 
research and development, testing, 
production and marketing of a range 
of solar products and technologies. 

Himin Solar Energy group is 
currently the largest producer of solar 
water heaters and vacuum tubes in 
the world with an annual production 
capacity of 50% of the world’s annual 
solar thermal production. The company 
produces more than two million square 
metres of solar energy every year. The 
energy generated is equivalent to that 
of 20 million tons of coal per year, 
without the associated environmental 
pollution.

Himin’s Solar Energy Technical 
Testing Centre includes 15 large 
laboratories with more than 320 test 
procedures for raw materials, parts, 
component machinery and entire 
machines. Himin’s testing standards 
are significantly more advanced than 
the industry standard. The company’s 
simulation tests can imitate extreme 
outdoor environments, enabling Himin 
to define realistic product parameters 
and establish the highest quality systems. 

The founding and transparency of the 
Himin Testing Centre has enabled the 
solar industry to move towards greater 
professionalism, systemisation and 
standards, symbolising Himin’s growth 
and reputation in solar technology.

One of South Africa’s many new 
challenges is the supply of electricity 
to homes and businesses. The rapidly 
growing economy and resultant 
growth in infrastructure has created an 
enormous demand on the national grid. 
One of the solutions to this energy crisis 
is solar energy, a renewable resource 
that is available almost everywhere on 
earth. The sun emits enough energy 
to cater for 10,000 times the world 
energy demand in one year.

A Himin solar geyser can save you 
40% to 60% of the normal cost of a 
monthly electricity bill. Solar hot water 
geysers have the added advantage of 
significant environmental and other 
benefits: free, clean and reliable energy 
from the sun, constant supply of hot 
water even when there are power cuts 
or shortages, substantial short and 
long-term financial savings and no 
carbon emissions. Solar technology is a 
way of reducing a carbon footprint by 
reducing global emissions.

The Himin Solar Energy Group’s 
product range includes various models 
of thermal geysers, which incorporate 
the unique Himin 3-Hi vacuum tubes, 
photovoltaic panels for electricity 
generation and a range of solar, street, 
garden and traffic lights and Win-Pin 
Energy saving glass.

What differentiates Himin in global 
and local markets are its internationally 

recognised and exceptionally high 
standards of quality and durability. 
The Himin range conforms to the 
following prestigious and respected 
high quality international standards: 
the ISO 9001:2000; the geysers have 
been awarded the European CE 
mark, manufactured from only the 
best quality materials; inner tanks are 
manufactured from SUS304 stainless 
steel; photovoltaic panels carry the 
European TUV mark; the geysers’ heat 
collectors carry the German DIN mark 
and all Himin products carry five-year 
guarantees. The products also carry full 
SABS accreditation and compliance.

NASTEP (Pty) Ltd has established 
19 franchises countrywide. Each 
franchise is able to meet every 
need and requirement, from advice 
and a full assessment of residential 
and commercial conditions, to the 
installation and commissioning of 
Photovoltaic Plaza farms. 

“Sustainability seeks to achieve 
a balance between people and their 
environment while simultaneously 
taking into account the need for people 
to make a living,” says Rautenbach. “In 
the medium to long-term, there will 
be no prosperity without sustainability 
and it is being increasingly recognised 
that a commitment to sustainability will 
help us lock in prosperity.”

“Once you take a broader view 
of sustainability it becomes clear that 
our generation has the opportunity to 
improve our way of life, our standard of 
living and the state of our environment 
by putting sustainability at the heart of 
our thinking and decision making.” BqM
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It is an interesting paradox of 
South Africa’s sunny climate that 
the very source of heat, which 
necessitates cooling in buildings, 
can in turn be utilised to cool these 
very same buildings. An exciting 
showcase project to prove the 
efficacy, efficiency and economic 
viability of commercial solar 
driven air-conditioning system 
has been implemented in Pretoria. 
The system has been installed, 
commissioned and is currently 
fully operational and data is being 
collected and monitored for later 
analysis. Utilising absorption chiller 
technology, the project aims to 
define a new method of cooling 
buildings in Southern Africa.

Voltas Technologies is the South 
African importer and distributor of the 
absorption water chillers produced by 
the Japanese multinational, Yazaki, 
an undisputed world leader in the 
absorption industry. The Johannesburg-
based company specialises in solar 
technology products and solutions 
and offers a large range of quality 
renewable energy products through its 
comprehensive Southern Africa dealer 
and installer network. In terms of its 
expertise, knowledge base and world-
class product range the company is 
ideally positioned to offer optimal and 
cost-effective solar and green building 
technology solutions to the local 
market.

Solar thermal energy has perhaps 
the greatest potential of all solutions 
to transform global energy issues, as it 

is a highly efficient renewable energy 
source for heating and cooling. During 
2008, according to the European Solar 
Thermal Industry Federation (ESTIF), 
despite the economic downturn, solar 
thermal heating and cooling solutions 
gained significant market share in an 
increasing number of countries around 
the world.

The industry is forecast to grow 
rapidly in the coming years as 
policymakers push renewable energies 
up the agenda and developers realise 
that initial costs will be offset by 
significant savings in the medium to 
long-term. In South Africa, developers 
are finding that electricity permissions 
and allowances are becoming more 
difficult to obtain and many are 
exploring solar and eco-friendly 
technology options as a solution to this 
problem. To further develop the quest 
for sustainability, the Green Building 
Council of South Africa has developed 
its own Green Star rating based on the 
Australian model which augers well for 
alternative energy solutions in South 
Africa. 

Cristian F Cernat, CEO Voltas 
Technologies, is a mechanical engineer 
with 20 years experience in heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning design, 
installation and system integration. 
In 2008, he concluded a distribution 
agreement between the Yazaki 
Corporation in Japan and Voltas 
Technologies (Pty) Ltd. His choice of 
Yazaki was based on their outstanding 
international reputation for efficient 
high quality absorption chiller products, 
their advanced technology and research 
and their ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 
certification.

Finally, technology utilising free 
solar energy to power air conditioning 
systems was available in South Africa 
but Cernat was faced with several 
challenges which included the structural 
limitations of existing buildings and the 
need to prove that absorption chiller 
technology was ideal in the South 
African context.

“Today, almost 150 years from its 
inception (Carre 1858), absorption 
cooling technology has reached an 
acceptable level of process stability 
and therefore the use of it is highly 
recommended,” says Cernat. “New 
innovative absorption chillers are now 
available. The newly developed chillers 
are suitable for use with low (less 
than 90oC) hot water temperatures. 
This characteristic makes them a very 
interesting application for systems 
based on wasted/recovered heat or 
solar heating systems. In South Africa, 
few absorption systems have been 
implemented and as far as we know, 
none has been solar power driven.”

“It was clear that the only way 
forward would be a showcase 
installation which could prove to the 
market that absorption technology is 
a reliable, efficient and cost effective 
solution for the South African air 
conditioning market.”

After months of negotiations 
with different entities trying to find a 
host for the showcase plant, Cernat 
approached a long-time client, 
Netcare Hospitals Pty Ltd. “Thanks 
to the commitment of Peter Schilder, 
Group Technical Manager and Eddie 
Herrmann, Regional Technical Manager, 
Netcare Hospitals agreed to provide 
Voltas Technologies with sufficient roof 

first commercial solar 
driven air-conditioning 
system in Sa
 Was just a question of time 
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space and the opportunity to install 
and operate the system in parallel with 
the existing air conditioning plant at 
Moot Hospital, one of their facilities in 
Pretoria,” explains Cernat.

“In order to demonstrate the 
economics and the operating 
characteristics of absorption cooling 
systems in South African conditions, 
Voltas Technologies, in partnership 
with several reputable solar installers, 
installed the solar chiller plant. The plant, 
known as the ‘First Solar Thermal Driven 
Chilled Water System’ (STDCHW) is a 
first in Southern Africa. The STDCHW 
is a showcase project, with a 35 kW 
cooling capacity, based on the Yazaki 
WFC 10 chiller and a number of solar 
collectors for a heat source on the roof 
of the Netcare facility. The installation 
will produce chilled water, the cooling 
agent utilised in the building’s air 
conditioning system, by deploying a 
thermally driven absorption cycle based 
chiller unit in lieu of an electrically driven 
compression chiller. Thus, solar thermal 
energy can be used to efficiently cool 

in the summer, and heat domestic hot 
water and buildings in the winter.” 

The aim of the two-phase project is 
(a) to prove the technology to the local 
market; (b) to establish the relationship 
between the kW cooling and the area 
of the solar collector field required in 
South African conditions to power the 
chiller; and (c) to optimise the heat 
storage solution in order to ensure 
a consistent and constant hot water 
temperature supply to the chiller.

Cernat says that the installation 
will be completed in two different 
phases: Phase One – the installation 
of an absorption based system, 35 kW 
nominal cooling capacity complete 
with a dual storage system and full 
monitoring and a web accessible bms 
system, and Phase Two – the upgrading 
of the system to 200 kW nominal 
cooling capacity. Phase One is now 
complete, the system is up and running 
and online. Once conclusive data is 
collected and the heat source/cooling 
ratio is confirmed, the project will move 
forward to Phase Two.

“Our project tasks include the 
calculation and validation of the 
relation between the cooling capacity 
of the chiller and the solar absorption 
area when evacuated tube collectors, 
‘U-tube’ and ‘heat-pipe’ types are 
used; the calculation and validation of 
the minimum thermal storage required 
in order to ensure a 12 hour operation 
of the system; and the measurement 
and verification, both in-house and by 
a third party, of the electrical energy 
saving associated with this type of air 
conditioning system. A feasibility study 
of the implementation proven ‘life’ will 
be carried out by using the acquired 
data.” 

“The project will enable Voltas 
Technologies to establish a real baseline 
for consumption so that eventual savings 
can be presented in perspective,” 
concludes Cernat. “The project’s 
results will be available shortly and the 
absorption technology will be proven as 
the optimal air conditioning solution for 
South African conditions.” BqM
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The construction of a R172-million 
road was completed recently in the 
Coega Industrial Development Zone 
(IDZ). The works comprised a total 
road length of 10.0km, one river 
bridge, two road-over-rail bridges 
and miscellaneous items such as 
electrical and telecommunication 
ducting.

The Coega Project is a multi-billion 
rand initiative consisting of an 

Industrial Development Zone (IDZ) 
and a deepwater Port situated in Port 
Elizabeth, Eastern Cape. The initiative 
aims to position South Africa as a 
platform for global manufacturing 
and export through foreign and local 
investments. This process forms part of 
the Coega Development Corporation’s 
(Pty) Ltd (CDC) overall development of 
infrastructure for the Coega IDZ. 

Construction of the MR 435 
project commenced in August 2006 
and reached practical completion in 

December 2009. The contractor, a 
joint venture between Basil Read and 
Newport Construction, carried out the 
construction and involved a number of 
SMME firms. 

The design and construction 
supervision was carried out by a joint 
venture formed between Manong 
and Associates and Ninham Shand 
and incorporated specialist firms for 
monitoring of OHS&E related issues.

The challenging MR 435 project, 
owing to protracted land issues, was 

coega - the biggest 
infrastructure project 
in South africa
mR435 Coega IDZ, Eastern Cape
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completed behind schedule while 
meeting all the stringent environmental, 
health and safety regulations that 
are specific to the Coega Industrial 
Development Zone.

The contractors maintained a 
strong focus on employment equity, 
job creation and training especially 
amongst sub-contractors in various 
target groups – local SMMEs, black-
owned businesses, firms owned by 
women, local enterprises and other 
previously disadvantaged groups.

The construction project created 
approximately 600 direct jobs, while 
production related indirect employment 
in other activities provided 2,500 jobs.
MR 435 is an alternative spine across the 
IDZ from the N2; it provides the main link 
between the core development area of 
the IDZ and the zones east of the Coega 
River. The design of the road allows for 
future upgrading to a dual carriageway 
to accommodate the envisaged increase 
in traffic volumes. BqM

PROFESSIONAL TEAm

Developers: 
Coega Development Corporation
main Contractor: 
BASIL READ/NEWPORT Construction JV
Civil Engineers: 
MANONG and ASSOCIATES/NINHAM 
SHAND JV
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Trail Surveys (Pty) Ltd, engineering survey specialists, 
in partnership with Panel B Consultants JV (comprising 
Arcus Gibb, SSI and Knight Piesold), are currently 
responsible for the consulting surveying at Eskom’s 
medupi power plant project in Lephalale in South 
Africa’s Limpopo Province.

The need for Eskom to provide reliable and sufficient electricity 
is critical for industrial and sustainable development in South 
Africa. Eskom is the world’s eleventh-largest power utility in 
terms of generating capacity. The company generates and 
distributes approximately 95% of South Africa’s electricity 
and supplies 60% of the total electricity consumed on the 
African continent.

The Eskom Medupi Power Station project (Medupi) is one 
of several projects aimed at solving the current energy crisis in 
South Africa. Eskom has several power diversification options 
but they are insufficient to meet the forecast demand for 
electricity over the next 20 years – coal fired options are still 
required for expansion during this period.

Medupi, due for completion in 2017 with the first unit 
scheduled to be commissioned in early 2012, will be a six-
pack dry cooled coal-fired generating plant, comprising 
some 4 700 MW of installed capacity. It will utilise high-tech 
supercritical boilers, which will operate at higher temperatures 
and pressures than older boilers, giving greater efficiency and 
consequently better use of natural resources.

Trail Surveys, a Pretoria based company with a 
southern, northern and eastern African footprint provides 
a multidisciplinary surveying service in the fields of civil 
engineering, civil construction, hydrography, mining, cadastral 
and architectural. The company has a diverse and extensive 
client base that includes various government departments, 
municipalities and consultants in Southern Africa and 
contractors and civil consultants in other African countries.

Projects such as Medupi offer South African companies the 
opportunity to demonstrate the capacity of local companies 
to deliver successfully on 
mega projects. “Trail Surveys 
has extensive physical and 
site management survey 
experience and the capacity, 
infrastructure and expertise 
to tackle a project of this 
magnitude,” says Trail Survey’s 
CEO Philip Schalekamp.

Medupi’s civil works 

component includes the construction of all the concrete 
foundations and structures, the building work and the 
construction of all auxiliary works – the water treatment 
plant, auxiliary boilers, coolers and substations. It also includes 
backfill, road construction and earthworks.

South Africa and Eskom face continual problems with 
the skills crisis. “Local people are receiving training as part 
of the contractual agreements for the civils components of 
the Medupi projects,” says Schalekamp. “Trail Surveys are 
also providing onsite training in survey skills. We recognise 
that there is a major survey skills deficiency in South Africa 
with a resultant severe impact on our industry, especially on 
productivity, accuracy, quality and safety issues.”

A company within the Trail group of companies, the 
Technology Surveying and Mining Academy (TSMA) is a 
CETA-accredited training service provider to the construction 
industry. TSMA is accredited to present the South African 
Qualification Authority’s (SAQA) registered National 
Certificate in Surveying (NQF 4). TSMA has rapidly established 
a reputation for excellence in the field of surveying training 
and recently signed a three-year national contract with 
ESKOM to provide training and skills development in the field 
of Geomatics.

The construction of the Medupi power station is already 
having a significant effect on the lives and the economy of 
the small community of Lephalale (formerly Ellisras). There 
are currently approximately 8 500 workers on site and this 
number is expected to peak at 10 000. Lephalale’s gross 
domestic product (GDP) is expected to increase by about 95% 
a year as a result of the power station construction activities, 
with about 40% of the project cost spent locally. BqM

Surveying project and data 
management at Medupi
Trail Surveys Group – expertise, capacity and large capex 
projects
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The moses mabhida Stadium in 
Durban KwaZulu Natal is one of 
the most outstanding testimonies 
to the creative abilities of South 
African professional teams. The 
adjacent moses mabhida Station 
was developed and built by the 
South African rail transport body 
known as the Passenger Rail Agency 
of South Africa (PRASA). The state-
of-the-art station attests to PRASA’s 
focus and commitment to its vision 
of providing enhanced mobility 
as the gateway to socio-economic 
opportunities and a better quality 
of life by connecting individuals and 
communities through an integrated 
network of mobility routes. 

The stadium took 32 months to build 
and created 26 000 jobs in the process 
and was ready in time to host several 
matches during the 2010 FIFA World 
Cup™. It features a unique and iconic 
106m high steel arch structure with a 
SkyCar. The multi-disciplinary aspects 
of its design allow the stadium to host 
a wide range of sporting and cultural 
events, putting it on a par with other 
international venues such as the Stade 
de France and Wembley Stadium. 

The Moses Mabhida Stadium is 
considered one of the most beautiful 

in the world and has permanently 
changed the look and feel of the built 
environment in the city of Durban. 
The city is now one of the few African 
cities with the ability to host most of 
the Olympic disciplines within a single 
sporting precinct. 

The Moses Mabhida Stadium was 
not only designed to be a state-of-
the-art, world-class stadium for the 
2010 FIFA World Cup™, but also to 
subsequently be a multi-functional 
and easy-to-maintain asset for Durban. 
Together with other facilities in the 
precinct, it can support a wide range 
of sporting, commercial, cultural, retail 
and leisure activities seven days a week, 
365 days a year.

An important part of this precinct 
is the Moses Mabhida Station which 
lies two kilometres north of the main 
Durban rail facility, The station‘s close 
proximity to the stadiums enables it to 
provide easy access to the world class 
sports precinct.

The new station was officially 
launched a few days before the 
opening of the 2010 FIFA World Cup™ 
in June 2010. It is an ultra modern 
portal through which thousands of 
football fans passed on their way to the 
Moses Mabhida Stadium during the 
international event. The station catered 

for around a third of the capacity of the 
stadium on match days, approximately 
20,000 fans.

The R150-million station forms part 
of the rail network between Durban 
and Umgeni and enables stadium 
spectators to step off the train and take 
a short walk to their seats in either of the 
two stadiums in the precinct. Previously 
spectators had to get off the train at 
Durban station and walk more than a 
kilometre to the precinct. The station 
also serves as a safe and convenient 
crossing point for pedestrians wishing 
to reach the stadium from Umngeni 
and Walter Gilbert roads.

PRASA is at the forefront of 
government efforts to transform 
public transport in South Africa, with 
rail services forming the backbone 
of the network. The body aims to 
integrate inter-modal facilities and 
services into public transport solutions 
that optimise the performance of the 
country’s entire transport system. It 
effectively and efficiently merges the 
operations, personnel and assets of 
the South African Rail Commuter 
Corporation, Metrorail, Intersite 
Property Management Services, 
Shosholoza Meyl and the long distance 
bus company, Autopax (Translux and 
City-to-City). 

the Moses Mabhida 
Station opens
Durban Central, KZN
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The development of the Moses 
Mabhida Station forms part of the 
initiative to renovate existing stations 
and construct new stations throughout 
South Africa. Completely new and 
aesthetically‐pleasing designs and 
technology have been applied to 
the key stations, creating a safe and 
functional network of transport hubs.

In accordance with international 
trends and world standards PRASA built 
two nine-metre wide platforms at the 
Moses Mabhida Station, each with a lift 
for disabled passengers. Extensive use 
of natural lighting and cross ventilation 
as well as excellent signage and other 
key facilities have been implemented 
throughout.

The station project formed part of 
the upgrade of the Moses Mabhida 
Stadium precinct and proved to be 
extremely demanding in terms of 
both size and complexity. Three main 
elements formed the scope of works – 
construction of the rail-infrastructure 
changes, including trackworks, 
overhead track electrification and 
signalling, the construction of two 
platforms, the station deck and 
associated facilities.

In addition to a very tight 
construction programme, challenges 
for construction contractors Grinaker-
LTA included restricted work areas, 
difficult site access, working within a 
busy and operational rail network in 
close proximity to the main Durban 
station (work was split into two 
phases to enable normal train services 
to  operate during construction) and 
dealing with the high water table in 
the area. Construction safety was also 
an important aspect, as workers had to 
contend with high-voltage overhead 
power lines and trains passing at 
normal operating speeds.

Safe and timeous rail transport 
is PRASA’s main objective. During 
the preceding years rail use declined 
because many people deemed rail 
travel unsafe and dangerous. To ensure 
a safe and effective public rail transport 
system during the 2010 FIFA World 
Cup™ PRASA spent over R160-million 
on railway policing. 

This increased security of rail travel 
is continuing post world cup. As with 
other new stations, the railway police, 
backed by the SAPS, will provide more 
visible policing at the Moses Mabhida 
Station and on the trains passing 
through it. In addition, security control 
at strategic locations in the station 
is a permanent feature and extends 
throughout the precinct. 

The stations control centre is 
linked via a highly efficient and reliable 
Optic Fibre cable. Train control and 
scheduling is controlled via the latest 
Integrated Communication System 
(ICS) and station access control is via 
state-of-the-art speed gates linked to 
CCTV, with remote and local control 

capacity. 
Other state of the art technological 

features at the Moses Mabhida 
Station include the latest passenger 
communication equipment, electric 
notice boards and emergency panic 
buttons, passenger information 
and communication systems and an 
intelligent transport monitoring system 
that manages congestion, incident 
response and travel demand.

The rail facility has significantly 
contributed to the overall upgrading of 
the surrounding precinct. An enhanced 
commuting experience is now part of 
everyday life for commuters passing 
through the Moses Mabhida station.

“The construction of this ultra 
modern station and the improvements 
made to others on the network heralds 
a new era in public transport in this city,” 
said PRASA Group CEO Lucky Montana 
speaking at the opening of the station. 
“It’s a legacy we’re extremely proud  
of and one that we believe will  
continue to benefit residents well 
beyond 2010.” BqM
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A universal design approach to the 
built environment considers and 
includes people with disabilities 
and other access needs. Tactile 
Ground Surface Indicators (TGSI) 
are designed to assist the mobility 
of the visually impaired. TGSI s were 
evolved so that the environment 
could make a greater amount of 
information available to this group 
of people thus providing them with 
a better sense of orientation and a 
means of locating hazards.

The South African Bureau of Standards 
recently adopted the Australian 
Standard on the use of TGSIs. 
Flagstone Manufacturers (Pty) Ltd, 
Southern Africa’s leading suppliers 
of the indicators, evolved through 
the development and ratification of 
the SANS 784:2008 standard that 
specifically deals with Tactile Indicators 
for the Visually Impaired. The standard 
details the shape, layout and other 
specifications of the TGSI system.

Currently 2.5 million South Africans 
are visually impaired – people who are 

blind and those with low vision. TGSIs 
are a system of tiles that provide the 
visually impaired with a safe means of 
finding their way through the urban 
environment. The system consists of 
warning and directional modules laid 
out in public access areas that help the 
user orientate within a specific area of 
the environment. 

TGSIs are raised tactile nodules. Each 
nodule has an embossed profile. The 
nodules are durable, slip resistant and 
of a significantly different contrasting 
colour to the surrounding area so that 
they are easy to see for those with low 
vision. 

The nodule’s design means that 
it is detectable by people with visual 
impairments, underfoot or by using a 
guidance cane. However, people with 
mobility impairments, including people 
using wheelchairs and parents using 
pushchairs, also require a surface that 
will be easy to move over and that does 
not jolt, tip or trip the user. 

The 784 Standard that has been 
adopted by SANS is a direct copy of the 
Australian Standard. The link between 
this standard and the TGSI product 

supplied by Flagstone Manufacturers 
is unique as the company is associated 
with Tac-Pave® in Australia. Tac-
Pave® is one of the industry’s leading 
retrofitted tiles worldwide and has 
an impressive and vast track record. 
Flagstone Manufacturers, based in East 
London, has acquired the sole rights to 
manufacture and install TAC-PAVE® in 
South Africa. 

The ratification of SANS 784 and 
birth of Flagstone Manufacturers has 
come at a time when South Africa 
is focusing heavily on infrastructure 
development and projects that are 
directly accessed by the general 
public. The Promotion of Equality and 
Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 
(2000) outlines the need for TGSIs in 
South Africa.

Tac-Pave® provides a product that 
far exceeds the SANS 784 specification 
in quality and durability. As it is 
exceptionally durable, the product can 
be used outdoors but is also perfectly 
suited for indoor use as it has an 
excellent finish and definition.

Tac-Pave®’s unique patented 
polymer concrete construction 

tactile surface 
indicators at Moses 
Mabhida Station
Durban Central, KZN
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produces an incredibly strong and 
durable TGSI product that has the 
advantage of being able to be installed 
on any substrate without aggressive 
excavation. It can be retrofitted and 
installed on any existing site – Tac-
Pave® can be added to a project at 
any stage, as it does not have to be 
included in the stages of design. Thus, 
it can be added to existing structures to 
enable them to be compliant with the 
SANS 784 Standard.

Soccer 2010 stadia, the Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT), Metro Rail Stations, 
airport upgrades, hospitals and other 
public areas require TGSI systems that 
are compliant with national regulation. 
Flagstone Manufacturers (Pty) Ltd’s 
work with organisations such as The 
South African National Council for the 
Blind has enabled them to understand 
and improve on the development of 
their products whilst educating clients 
and the industry about TGSIs and 
related issues.

The installation at Moses Mabhida 
Station is placed approx 600mm in from 
the platform edge and runs parallel for 

the entire length of both platforms. 
The tiles are laid in accordance with the 
requirements of SANS 784 – the strip 
of tiles is 600mm wide and the tiles are 
bright yellow, offering good contrast 
to the surrounding area. The total 
installation measured approximately 
660m2. 

“The TGSI project consisted entirely 
of Tac-Pave® Warning tiles (sometimes 
referred to as “Blister”) and whilst 
they are incredibly strong and tough 
once installed, Tac-Pave® tiles, being 
only 1.5 mm thick are quite fragile 
and must be handled carefully during 

installation, says Steve Bailey, GM 
Flagstone Manufacturers. “The tiles 
are carefully laid in a very thin bed of 
the same polymer cement from which 
they are made, grouted and then once 
dry are coated with a UV protective 
sealer.”

“The physical installation of the tiles 
was conducted by a highly skilled and 
accredited subcontractor appointed 
by Flagstone Manufacturers and it is 
through their dedication, together 
with the tremendous onsite assistance 
provided by Grinaker/ LTA, that this 
project ran relatively smoothly.” BqM
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Established in 2008, Cubicle Solutions has rapidly grown 
into one of the key players in compact laminate fabrication 
solutions for 100% moisture resistant toilet and shower 
cubicles, lockers, urinal divisions and internal and external 
wall cladding. 

The company was founded when CEO Alan Hadcroft, who has 
extensive construction industry experience, responded to a request 
for a watertight shower system. His research indicated that a 
Compact High Pressure Laminate (CHPL) would be a viable solution. 
Hadcroft had worked successfully with this product in the UK and he 
obtained a similar product locally through P G Bison. 

Cubicle Solutions now manufacture a unique system for water 
resistant ablution cubicles, cladding and lockers for any kind of 
installation or application. The company‘s solutions are flexible and 
the Cubicle Solutions’ team works with clients from the design 
stage until the completion of installation to ensure that the product 
is correctly customised, installed and that the client is satisfied.

The systems are extremely robust and hard wearing and can 
be utilised practically anywhere but are ideally suited to high traffic 
water and/or steam environments in areas such as commercial 
spaces, hospitals and sporting facilities, public ablution blocks and 
correctional facilities. The product is also ideal for hygiene sensitive 
areas such as hospitals, clinics, food preparation areas, day care 
centres, doctors’ rooms and laboratories.

The systems have several unique and important advantages. In 
addition to the watertight or water resistant features, the system is 
exceptionally hygienic as there is no trim along the edges for dust 
and dirt to collect. The system also allows for a better airflow than 
traditional brick and tile toilets, it saves space, which is a key factor 
as space is often at a premium in toilet facilities, and cubicles are 
quicker, easier and cleaner to install. 

Cubicle Solutions manufactures all its products utilising one of 
the variants of the 100% moisture resistant CHPL, which is available 

in a range of attractive finishes. The CHPL is supplied by international 
suppliers based in South Africa including P G Bison and Max-on-Top 
and comes with all associated warranties and guarantees.

The various boards utilised for customised applications include 
Melamine Faced Particle Board, Melamine Faced Particle Board with 
Moisture Resistant Additives, Compact High Pressure Laminate (eco-
friendly this is the preferred compact solid laminated board and is 
highly recommended for most applications, especially where eco-
friendly and sustainable choices are required).

The Cubicle Solutions’ range utilises two main installation fitting 
systems – the Cube-Exclusive and the Cube-Standard range. 

The Cube-Exclusive Cubicle System uses a fixing system 
manufactured from stainless steel and most ranges are available in 
grade 304 or 316 steel.

The Cube-Standard Cubicle System uses a fixing system 
manufactured from aluminium and is available in various different 
styles and ranges. This fixing system has an aluminium angle 
running along the top of the partitions with adjustable, supporting 
legs. There are no steel or aluminium trims to the side or bottom 
edges of the partitions or doors ensuring that the utmost hygiene 
is offered in sensitive environments. This system ensures no dust or 
dirt can collect in corners and when the cubicles are manufactured 
using CHPL, can be washed or hosed down.

Cubicle Solutions are committed to providing flexible 
customisations that meet their client’s needs through all stages 
of the construction process and have developed a well-earned 
reputation for innovative, flexible, cost-effective and exceptionally 
functional solutions.

The company’s diverse portfolio includes the new FIFA HQ in 
Sandton, Sun International Wildcoast, the Moses Mabhida Stadium 
train station in Durban, Hilton College Private Boys School, Vodacom 
Regional HO in Umhlanga, the Umhlatuze Sport Stadium in Richards 
Bay, the Mthatha Sport Stadium and the Durban Beachfront 
Redevelopment Project. BqM

Cubicle Solutions (Pty) Ltd

a watertight commercial ablution, 
locker and cladding option

Proudly associated with 
the Moses Mabhida Station

For more information please contact:  Sue Hadcroft, Tel: 033 345 1028
Cell: 083 445 6042, sue@cubiclesolutions.co.za • www.cubiclesolutions.co.za

Manufacturers of: Toilet and shower cubicles • Lockers  
• Wall cladding • Hospital bumper rails
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new cape concentrate 
facility for coega
Coega IDZ, Eastern Cape
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The construction of a new R57-
million facility for Cape Concentrate 
was recently completed in Zone 3 of 
the Coega Industrial Development 
Zone (IDZ). The works included 
a total building area of 4,125m² 
comprising a two-storey office 
block, a 1,870m² specialised 
warehouse, a 917m² boiler house, 
external works with an 18,235m² 
concrete hardstand area and all 
electrical and mechanical services.

The Coega Project is a multi-billion 
rand initiative consisting of an 
Industrial Development Zone (IDZ) 
and a deepwater Port situated in Port 
Elizabeth, Eastern Cape. The initiative 
aims to position South Africa as a 
platform for global manufacturing 
and export through foreign and local 
investments. This process forms part of 
the Coega Development Corporation’s 
(Pty) Ltd (CDC) overall development of 
infrastructure for the Coega IDZ. 

Construction on the exceptionally 
fast track Cape Concentrate project 
commenced in November 2009 and 
was completed in early May 2010. 
The contract was undertaken in a joint 
venture between Grinaker-LTA Building 
Cape, a subsidiary of the JSE-listed 
Aveng Group, and a BEE firm Lezmin 
1204 cc, which is a 100% black women 
owned enterprise. 

Lezmin 1204 was originally an 
SMME contractor on various projects 

 
 

 
 

Solutions For The Built Environment

Contact Details:
Tel: 041 586 2670/1
Fax: 041 586 2672
Email: pe@LDM.co.za
Website: www.ldm.co.za

45 Parliament Street, Central,
Port Elizabeth, 6001
PO Box 40217, Walmer, 6065

 Quantity Surveyors
 Project Managers
 Property Management
 Facilities Management
 Mentorship
 Property Valuation
 Litigation
 Cost Consultants
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for the CDC and has worked its 
way up to becoming a fully-fledged 
joint venture partner on this major 
construction project. Grinaker-LTA has 
been working in the Coega Industrial 
Development Zone since 2006 when it 
built the first multi-storey office block 
in the IDZ for the CDC. Other Grinaker 
projects in this area include the new 
facilities for Transnet at Coega’s Port of 
Ngqura.

The challenging Cape Concentrate 
project was completed within the 
tight timeframe whilst meeting all the 
stringent environmental, health and 
safety regulations that are specific to 
the Coega Development Corporation 
zone.

The contractors maintained a 
strong focus on employment equity, 
job creation and training especially 
amongst sub-contractors in various 
target groups – local SMMEs, black-
owned businesses, firms owned by 
women, local enterprises and other 
previously disadvantaged groups.

It is estimated that the construction 
project created about 600 direct jobs, 
while production related indirect 
employment in farming and other 
activities provides 2,500 jobs.

Cape Concentrate focuses primarily 
on the processing of tomato paste and 

tomato related products. The company 
was established through the vision of 
its founding shareholders to serve a 
growing demand for its products in 
an environment that has experienced 
supply constraints.

Cape Concentrate is the first South 
African export oriented tomato paste 
factory offering 50,000 MTs (of hot 
and cold break paste) per annum. All 
end products offer full traceability 
from the company’s contracted 4,000 
hectares of tomatoes, which are grown 
in the regions of the Gamtoos valley, 
Jeffreys Bay, the Sundays River valley, 
Somerset East, Fish River and coastal 
areas between Port Elizabeth and East 
London. The temperate Eastern Cape 
climate enables all-year round growth 
and production. Full production 
capacity at the new facility is expected 
to be achieved within three years. 

Established in 2008, Cape 
Concentrate employs approximately 
500 people and has an annual turnover 
of 50 – 100 million US$ from its main 
markets which include Africa, Oceania, 
Europe, the Middle East, the Americas 
and the Caribbean.

Gus Robinson, founder member 
and executive director marketing, 
sales and business development said 
in a recent media statement that, “The 

business will be one of the lowest 
cost producers in the world and the 
largest plant in Africa, competing with 
Chinese, Italian and Turkish imported 
paste. The product will meet global 
standards, including British Retail 
Consortium standards.”

The project was initiated three 
years ago by Robinson (then a director 
of Post Harvest Technologies) and 
executive director operations Ian White 
(former director of Horticold SA and 
Fisherfoods SA). Cape Concentrate’s 
CEO is SA businessman Waheed Arai. 
Funding is by shareholders and the 
Development Bank of SA. BqM

PROFESSIONAL TEAm

Developers: 
Coega Development Corporation 
main Contractor: 
Grinaker-LTA Building Cape
Architects: 
Brinkman Ndayi Mcall
Quantity Surveyors: 
LDM
Engineers: 
BVi Consulting Engineers Eastern Cape
Principal Agent: 
BVi Consulting Engineers Eastern Cape
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Construction of the new multi-
faceted milnerton police station has 
finally resumed after several delays. 
The upgrade and expansion of the 
station was initially mooted in 2002 
but a new needs assessment was 
realised in mid-2007, which saw 
the project value vastly increased 
to approximately R50-million. 

Milnerton is a suburb of Cape Town 
situated on the Atlantic Ocean 11 
kilometres north of the Cape Town city 
centre. The Atlantis, Melkbostrand, 
Table View and Bothasig police stations 
all fall under the auspices of the SAPS 
Milnerton. 

The police station caters for a large 
area stretching from the Malmesbury 
national road (south) to the Paarden 
Eiland/ Milnerton Coast (north), the 
N1 Highway (west) and Killarney 
(east). The Century City complex, 
Ratanga Junction, the industrial areas 
of Montague Gardens, part of Paarden 
Eiland, Killarney and Marconi Beam, 
the residential areas of Milnerton and 
the informal settlements of Du Noon 

& Joe Slovo all fall under the authority 
of the Milnerton SAPS. Recent rapid 
development in the area has resulted in 
the growth of many of the surrounding 
suburbs such as Sanddrift, Parklands, 
Phoenix and Rugby. The station has a 
committed and supportive group of 
reservists and an active Community 
Police Forum.

The existing site of the station in 
the busy Koeberg Road is centrally 
located to the suburbs that it services 
and it enjoys excellent views of Table 
Mountain, the Atlantic seaboard and 
Robben Island. 

The scope of works includes the 
completion of a triple-storey office 
block, a community service centre, 
extensive parking for visitors and 
personnel and a new cellblock. The 
existing cellblock is being completely 
refurbished and extended with 
additional accommodation to bring 
it in line with International Red Cross 
detainee standards. Due to the large 
increase in personnel at this station, 
the number of offices is also being 
increased. The total built area amounts 

to 6,200m2 .
A unique cost-effective and 

structurally efficient, construction 
method is being utilised where 
plastic balls are placed in the flat 
slab construction to reduce weight 
and material – a first for Cape Town. 
This method also has various safety, 
serviceability and green building 
advantages.

Designed by Nazeer Seria Architects, 
the ground floor of the building 
comprises all the usual facilities relating 
to a modern public service building. The 
Community Service Centre component 
will have the ambience of a banking 
hall to enhance user friendliness. The 
top floor is a service level that houses 
water storage tanks, which will ensure 
that potable water is always available in 
the event of a disruption. The complex 
has sun control measures to shield 
occupants from the harsh Cape Town 
sun. 

The building has facilities for the 
physically challenged and one of the 
lifts is wheelchair friendly. A gym forms 
part of the project and this addition is 

construction of new 
Milnerton Police 
Station
Cape Town
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aimed at enhancing the fitness levels of 
the members of the five cluster police 
stations.

The face brick building has finishes 
to minimise maintenance costs and 
all the floor finishes of the high traffic 
areas comprise hardwearing porcelain 
tiles. 

Parking is at a premium in the 
precinct and an application has been 
made to the local authority to have 
dedicated SAPS off-street parking in 
Koeberg Road. To maximise the parking 
on the property numerous alien tree 
species had to be felled but these trees 
will be replaced by indigenous species 
supplied by the Local Authority.

Grinaker-LTA Building Cape, a 
subsidiary of the JSE-listed Aveng 
Group, was awarded the contract 
to complete the construction of the 
new police station and commenced 
operations in February this year.

The contract falls under the 
Department of Public Works’ Contract 

Participation Goal and its Expanded 
Public Works Programme (EPWP). Job 
creation and training are important 
elements of this project and the 
EPWP, the Department and Grinaker-
LTA are providing training in various 
construction disciplines during the 
course of the contract enabling the 
onsite trainees to acquire building skills. 
The trainees will be remunerated during 
the training period. In accordance with 
all construction projects, the site is 
strictly monitored to comply with the 
Occupational Health and Safety Act of 
1993.

The Contract Participation Goal 
stipulates that a certain percentage 
of the contract works must be carried 
out by targeted enterprises, such as 
SMMEs, black-owned businesses, firms 
owned by women, local enterprises and 
previously disadvantaged individuals. 
There is also a contract requirement 
for continual HIV/AIDS awareness 
programmes and training, which will 

be carried out on the site.
While the police station is under 

construction, SAPS Milnerton is 
operating out of four existing houses 
adjoining the new police station 
and temporary offices in Montague 
Gardens. On completion of the new 
police station, Grinaker will renovate 
the houses and restore them to their 
original state. 

External works around the police 
station will provide new paving, 
palisade and wire mesh fencing and 
gates, as well as the upgrade of the 
existing site services. 

The new police station is due for 
completion at the end of November 
this year. BqM

PROFESSIONAL TEAm

Developer:
Dept of Public Works
main Contractors:
Grinaker LTA Building Cape
Architects:
Nazeer Seria
Engineers:
Naylor Naylor van Schalkwyk
Quantity Surveyors:
Slabber Fick
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The new pedestrian bridge over 
maude Street in Sandton’s CBD has 
been completed. The Legacy Group, 
developers of the michelangelo 
complex and Legacy Corner, have 
installed the bridge to enhance 
the aesthetics, connectivity and 
functionality of the Sandton CBD 
– important attributes in the heart 
of Sandton’s commercial and civic 
area.

“The weatherproof bridge links 
the Convention Centre and the 
Michelangelo Towers Mall, which 
in turn, completes the link through 
to Nelson Mandela Square, Legacy 
Corner, Sandton City and back 
through to the Intercontinental Hotel 
and the Convention Centre,” says 
Franc Brugman, principal architect 
from Bentel Associates International 
(BAI) who were also responsible for the 
Michelangelo Towers, Legacy Corner 
and the recently opened DaVinci Hotel. 
“You can now walk right the way 
around internally from Sandton Square 
across to the Convention Centre, 
across to the Intercontinental across 
to Sandton City and back to Nelson 
Mandela Square without having to 
leave the safety and security of the 
various Sandton CBD developments.”

The bridge is a steel, aluminium 
and glass structure, which was pre-
manufactured off site. The architects 
say that it is a modern design that 
enhances the overall aesthetics of the 
Sandton CBD, especially Maude Street, 
which is now one of the most attractive 
urban streets in the Sandton CBD. The 

finishes of the bridge compliment the 
modern aesthetics of the Convention 
Centre and the more classical finishes 
of the Michelangelo Towers. 

The installation of the bridge was 
given the go-ahead from the council 
in April this year and was installed in 
May over a weekend when Maude 
Street was closed during the structure’s 
integration with the buildings. The 
24-metre bridge was installed by 
connecting the second level of the 
Michelangelo Towers Mall with the 
upper level of the Sandton Convention 
Centre. 

The bridge was officially opened 
by FIFA President Mr Sepp Blatter and 
the Legacy Holdings chairman Mr Bart 
Dorrestein on Friday 4th June 2010 
in time for the FIFA World Cup. The 
Legacy Hotel and suites opened in May 
2010 and together with other Legacy 
properties around the country are the 
official host venues for FIFA delegates 
and event sponsors. BqM

RoaDS & BRIDGES

new Pedestrian 
Bridge over 
Maude Street 
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the Warwick triangle 
Viaducts
Durban, KZN
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In recent years, KwaZulu Natal 
(KZN) has invested heavily in 
infrastructure programmes 
including unprecedented road 
infrastructure development. The 
Warwick Triangle Precinct lies on 
the outskirts of Durban where the 
N3 enters the city. It is the city’s 
main transportation hub and one 
of the country’s busiest intermodal 
transfer points.

The precinct is also an area of unique 
diversity and historical and economic 
importance. It is also the site of the 
largest number of informal traders in 
the eThekwini municipality and the 
estimated trade value in the area is 
about R1-billion per annum.

The viaduct project forms part of the 
overall development and regeneration 
of urban infrastructure in Durban and 
more specifically the Warwick Junction 
Urban Renewal Project. This project is a 
holistic and integrated redevelopment 
of the precinct aimed at improving the 
overall quality of the urban environment 
in terms of safety, security, cleanliness, 
functionality, efficient public transport 
usage and facilitation of economic and 
housing opportunities. 

The R440-million Warwick Triangle 
Viaduct project is an initiative that has 
vastly improved the functionality and 
safety of Durban’s road infrastructure. 
Previously, the precinct was 
characterised by high volumes of traffic 
that that added no value to the area 

and negatively affected its aesthetics. 
The precinct accommodates 8 000 
informal traders and approximately 38 
000 vehicles pass through the area daily, 
while 300 buses and 1 550 minibus 
taxis arrive and depart each day along 
with 460 000 pedestrians.

The high levels of traffic created 
an unsafe environment for residents, 
pedestrians and commuters and were 
a barrier to redevelopment and growth 
of the area, which was experiencing 
about 200 accidents and 60 deaths 
a year as a result of the mix of high-
speed traffic and pedestrian activity.

The solution , spearheaded by the 
eThekwini municipality, was to separate 
the commuter traffic in the Warwick 
Triangle intermodal area through the 
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construction of a three-lane, 400m 
long inbound viaduct and a three-
lane, 372m long outbound viaduct, 
completed in December 2009 and May 
2010 respectively, 

The completed roads have 
considerably improved the safety and 
traffic congestion issues in the precinct 
and the Warwick Triangle Viaducts are 
considered one of the most important 
transport initiatives in the city in the 
last 20 years. 

The fast track project commenced 
in 2008 and the viaducts were officially 
opened in May 2010, ahead of the 
soccer World Cup that was one of the 
catalysts for the improvement and a 
safer and more efficiently integrated 
transport plan. 

The R230-million inbound viaduct 
involved the extension of the Western 
Freeway from the Botanic Gardens 
Road to Russell Street and included the 
construction of a 303m concrete box-
girder viaduct, concrete retaining walls, 
widening of existing roadways, fills 
to bridge approaches and associated 
storm water drainage. The inbound 
viaduct project used 3,420 m3 of 

concrete, 137 t of post-tensioning 
cables, 19 000 m2 of formwork and 
565 t of reinforcing.

The contractors, Rumdel 
Construction, commenced with 
the construction using a cast in-situ 
construction method. This project was 
designed in-house by the eThekwini 
Municipality’s Roads Provision 
Department. 

The Group Five/ Pandev Joint 
venture contractors on the outbound 
project, in collaboration with design 
engineers Goba, chose a precast beam 
construction methodology as the most 
flexible option although the 40m 
spans between the piers would have 
necessitated the use of deep precast 
beams that would have compromised 
traffic height clearance. 

However, the construction team’s 
solution was to construct innovative 
arched cantilever piers, which reduced 
the length of the spans by half, and 
made the option viable and aesthetically 
more pleasing. In total, the outbound 
viaduct used 4,800m3 of concrete, 210 
precast driven piles each measuring 
20m, 80 precast beams each weighing 

32 tons and nine piers, the highest 
being 19m. 

The fast track construction of the 
viaducts proved challenging to the 
construction teams not only because 
of the severe time constraints but 
also because of the difficult working 
environment. Both the inbound and 
outbound contracts also included 
the relocation of major services, with 
the accommodation of vehicular 
and pedestrian traffic forming a vital 
component of the projects. BqM

Proud to be part of the Joint Venture team at
The Warwick Triangle Viaduct – Outbound

GROUP FIVE KWAZULU-NATAL (PTY) LTD
41 Island Circle, Riverhorse Valley, Effingham Durban, PO Box 201219, Durban North 4016  
Telephone +27 31 569 0300 I Fax  +27 31 569 0420  I  Email  g5kzn@groupfive.co.za
Website  www.groupfive.co.za

PAN AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT (PTY) LTD
PO Box 1079 Durban 4000, 430 Ridge Road, Suite 119 Office Tower, Overport City
Telephone  +27 31 207 3923/4   Fax  +27 31 207 3926   Email  thembah@pandev.co.za   
Website  www.pandev.co.za

 

PROFESSIONAL TEAm

Developers: 
EThekwini Municipality
Project managers/EIA: 
Sivest SA (Pty) Ltd
Civil Engineers: 
SSI 
Contractor – outbound: 
Group Five /Pandev JV
Contractor – inbound:  
Rumdel Construction Cape (Pty) Ltd
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Head Office: Gunnebo SA (Pty) Ltd, 105 Nagington Road, Wadeville · Private Bag X023, Wadeville, 1422

Tel: +27 (0) 11 878 2300 ·Fax: +27 (0) 11 827 7765 ·Email: GunneboSA@gunnebo.com · www.gunnebo.com

Our responsibility lies in predicting what our clients’ future needs will be and preparing 
for these needs. 

Gunnebo’s core products are burglar resistant safes , deposit safes, demountable vaults, 
vault doors, safe deposit lockers and high grade fire resistant equipment. Over the years 
the range has expanded to include products such as anti-bandit and bullet resistant 
doors, payroll windows, counters and access control. Products have been added to the 
range for specific industries, for example, teller trolleys, rotary cash transfer units, ATM 
safes and steel security cabinets.

Our aim is to leverage the power of technology to literally protect the future interests  
and assets of our clients, by securing them and their businesses today.

Let us help 
you create a 
safer world
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The new Radisson Blu Gautrain 
hotel situated at the corner of 
Rivonia Road and West Street 
in Sandton reflects a unique 
combination of stylish elegance 
and luxurious comfort.

Sandton contains Africa’s richest square 
mile and is a premier economic, cultural 
and retail precinct in the northern 
suburbs of Johannesburg. The hotel’s 
prime location is situated within close 
proximity to the Johannesburg Stock 

Exchange, the Sandton Convention 
Centre and several blue chip and 
international companies. The Nelson 
Mandela Square and Sandton City 
Shopping Centre offer endless 
upmarket shopping and entertainment 
opportunities and nearby sports 
facilities include world-class golf 
courses and stadiums.

The Radisson Blu Gautrain Hotel is 
the closest hotel to the new Gautrain 
station in Sandton. The Gautrain is 
an underground railway system that 
transports people from the OR Tambo 

International Airport to various areas 
in and around Johannesburg, including 
Pretoria. Hotel guests can travel on the 
Gautrain from OR Tambo International 
Airport to the Sandton station in 
15 minutes, at speeds of up to 160 
kilometres per hour. Luggage check-in 
can be done as they step off the train 
at the Radisson’s satellite concierge and 
an escalator from the underground 
platforms takes them directly to the 
hotel’s main entrance while their 
luggage is transferred directly to their 
rooms.

Radisson Blu Gautrain 
setting hotel standards 
in Johannesburg

HotELS & MaLLS
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The 216-room Radisson Blu 
Gautrain Hotel, which opened in May 
just prior to the FIFA World Cup, is 
in a contemporary building above a 
mixed-use component with exclusive 
retail outlets. Six hotel levels offer 
superb views from the public areas 
and the 216 contemporary rooms that 
were designed by the prestigious MKV 
Design Company.

The public areas are located on the 
third floor and extend onto a terrace 
that encircles the building. The main 
reception, bar, restaurant and terrace 
form a zone that optimises guest 
reticulation.

The stylishly appointed and elegant 
rooms are available in three categories 
– Standard, Business and Luxury Suites. 
Room sizes are spacious and vary from 
30 square metres in the standard 
rooms to 94 square metres in the luxury 
suites. 

All amenities are available in 
standard rooms and include high-
speed Internet access at no extra cost, 
a flat-panel television with satellite, 
work desk, individual climate control, 
hair dryer, safe, pay TV movies, a 

D. F. Dickinson Services
Rebuilding Community
Tel: (011) 768 7837
Fax: (011) 768 1469
E-mail: dickinsn@yebo.co.za

D. F. Dickinson Services has been providing high quality and  
innovative engineering solutions to municipal authorities and private 

developers for over ten years. We take pride in providing simple 
solutions to complex problems.

D. F. Dickinson Services is proud to 
be associated with the Radisson Blu 

Gautrain Hotel.

Specialising in:

HotELS & MaLLS
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mini bar and a tea and coffee station. 
Different room themes range from 
warm and contemporary to classic or 
unconventional.

Dining facilities at this beautiful 
hotel feature the All Day Restaurant 
that has a spacious 200 square metre 
interior and magnificent outdoor 
terrace, and the chic Central One Bar & 
Restaurant with a stylish open kitchen 
plan. The Central One Bar & Restaurant 
serves excellent Euro-African cuisine, 
exciting cocktails and an international 
breakfast buffet with 120 breakfast 
items from around the world. There is 
also a private dining room for intimate 
functions and lunches.

The comfortable Lobby Bar has 
an extensive drinks and wine menu 
and the Outdoor Bar and Sun Deck 
provides an elegant outside space for 
relaxation. 

Radisson Blu Hotel Sandton 
features 5,000 square metres of 
relaxation and fitness facilities. The 
10th floor has a relaxation area, an 
outdoor rim swimming pool and a 
fitness centre. The facility offers the 
latest cardiovascular equipment and 
a jogging circuit that winds through 
public areas in the hotel following an 
indoor and outdoor route. 

Other facilities that are designed 
for maximum guest comfort and 
convenience include a 3-hour 
Express Laundry, Express Check-Out, 
Late Check-Out and a Grab & Run 

breakfast.
The hotel is a superb venue for 

hosting events ranging from large 
conferences to small meetings.

This venue in the heart of this 
important business district is the 
ideal place for any business or social 
function. The various and flexible 
contemporary facilities can cater for 
up to 235 delegates. There is a large 
conference room (which can further 
be divided into three smaller venues), 
four meeting rooms for smaller 
brainstorming sessions or private 
discussions and a boardroom. A 
business centre is also available. Each 
room is well equipped and dedicated 
conferencing specialists are available to 
assist with planning, management and 
queries. All conference venues provide 
natural light and feature the latest 
audiovisual equipment, air conditioning 
and wireless Internet access. 

Radisson’s hotels are part of the 
Rezidor Hotel Group, headquartered in 
Belgium, which has close to 370 hotels 
in operation and under development 
with more than 78,300 rooms in 58 
countries. The Radisson Blu Gautrain 
Hotel forms part of the Rezidor Group’s 
global long-term strategy, which 
includes a strong focus on emerging 
markets.

Rezidor has expanded its 
empowerment partnership with South 
Africa’s Mvelaphanda Holdings to all 
existing and future Rezidor hotels in 

South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland, 
as well as all four Rezidor brands. The 
Rezidor Hotel Groups presence on the 
African continent dates back to 1999. 
Today, the company operates 10 hotels 
with over 2,200 rooms in the region 
and has a further 19 properties with 
over 3,800 rooms under development.

The Radisson Blu Gautrain hotel 
offers its guests the 100% Guest 
Satisfaction Guarantee that stems from 
the Rezidor Group’s “Yes I Can!” service 
excellence philosophy. The hotel’s “One 
Touch Service” ensures that all guest 
requirements are taken care of at the 
touch of a button, 24 hours a day. BqM

MAK-RAK TIMBER SHELVING SYSTEMS

WAREHOUSE TECHNOLOGIES SUPPLIED AND INSTALLED 
MAK-RAK SHELVING IN THE GAUTRAIN RADISSON BLU HOTEL

USES include :-
• Storage units in hotels, factories, warehouses, offi ces and schools
• Display units in shops, arts and crafts stands and studios
• Wine racks and cellars
• In the home - wall units, room dividers, garage storage, children’s rooms

FINISHES include raw, varnished or stained pine.

For more details go to :-
www.warehousetechnologies.co.za and click on 
Mak-Rak link or go directly to www.makrak.co.za
Contact Ron West 083 271 5140 or Colin Hingst 082 453 9094

is a patented shelving system constructed of S.A. Pine which is:-
Easy to assemble • Versatile • Attractive • Adaptable for a multitude of uses

PROFESSIONAL TEAm

Developer:
Savana Property
Project managers: 
SIP Project Managers
Architects:
Tower Design Studio
Quantity Surveyors: 
CPS Quantity Surveyors
mechanical Engineers: 
Spoormaker and Partners
Electrical Engineers: 
CKR Consulting Engineers
Structural Engineers: 
Dippenaar and Lapage
Civil Engineers: 
KVH
Safety Consultants: 
Bitline SA
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Kasselsvlei Shopping 
centre, a new retail 
development
Bellville South, Cape Town
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It’s official, the residential property has finally turned 
with sales at Century City up a staggering 150% for the 
year to end June.

Allen Usher, managing director of Property World, the official 
on-site agency for developers, Rabie Property Group, said 
they had secured a total of 104 sales at Century City totaling 
R206million for the past financial year against 46 sales 
totaling R83million the previous year.

“There is no doubt the market is picking up – 65% of the 
sales were accomplished in the second half of the financial 
year – and in the past month a further R25million in sales 
have been done with an additional R10m pending.”

Usher said it was not surprising that Century City was 
showing a turnaround earlier than many other sectors of 
the market as it had become renown for its award-winning 
developments and the old-adage of location being the most 
important criteria to consider when purchasing property still 
applied.

“Century City is no longer pioneering and is now 
firmly established as a leading suburb as borne out by an 
independent survey undertaken by Finweek and market 
research group, Ask Africa that rated it as South Africa’s best 
middle income area to live in.

“One cannot overestimate the value of convenience in 
the hustle and bustle that we live in and that is exactly what 
Century City has to offer.”

He said sales for the past financial year had been boosted 
in part by the launch of the iconic Crystal Towers development 

which had lifted the residential bar at Century City. Apartments 
in the luxury development, which also includes a five star 
hotel and restaurants, are selling for between R1,7million for 
a studio to R14million for a four bedroom penthouse. 

In the first six months of this year Crystal Towers accounted 
for R106m of the sales, including two penthouses with price 
tags of R8,5million each. In July a further R20million in sales 
in the upmarket development had been achieved.

A large number of sales had also been achieved in Rabie’s 
Waterstone development which this year won the residential 
category of the South African Property Owners’ Association’s 
Awards for Innovative Excellence in Property Development. 
Waterstone is the fourth Century City development to win 
the prestigious award in five years.

Usher said Century City offered a wide spectrum of 
homes ranging from entry level apartments to multi-
million rand freestanding homes and the five-star Crystal 
Towers residences with no less than seven show houses and 
apartments available for viewing. 

He said the Rabie Property Group had also recently 
launched a new niche development, Little Moorings, which 
was offering astute buyers affordable opportunities off  
plan. BqM

Approved dealer for the following makes of Airconditioners:

Proud to be associated with Kasselsvlei shopping centre.

Telephone No.: (021) 558-0631
Telefax No.: (086) 663-5990
E-mail Address: nobleair@gmail.com

Mechanical Ventilation and Airconditioning Specialists,
for Retailers, Supermarkets and Hotels.
“Recommended Supplier” for Spar Western Cape due to our proven track 
record in the industry.

PROFESSIONAL TEAm

Developer: Bellandia (Pty) Ltd, Gorrie & Findlay cc 
Architects: GRT Designs 
Contractor: Gorrie and Findlay cc 
Quantity Surveyors: RH Boothroyd 
Civil Engineers: Mastakimu 
Structural Engineer: Dahcon 
Electrical Engineers: SWW Electrical 
Land Surveyors: Ben Langbridge and Assoc 
health & Safety: Stadler Health and Safety Practioners
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Polokwane’s largest retail complex 
is currently undergoing a R350-
million extension and refurbishment 
programme and will soon become a 
regional shopping centre. Originally 
built 13 years ago, it rapidly became 
a significant landmark in the area. 

Situated at the corner of Vorster, 
Grobler and Grimm Streets in Flora Park 
Pietersburg, the 22,000m2 retail space 
that was revamped in 2008, services 
a large catchment area with excellent 
trading densities and a strong and loyal 
shopper base.

The decision to extend the mall 
by an additional 15,000m2 GLA and 
30,000 m2 of parking was motivated 
by the strong population growth in 
Polokwane and the subsequent demand 
for further retail space. In addition, the 
Mall’s excellent location, high visibility 
and accessibility ideally positioned it for 
further expansion.

Savannah Mall currently has 65 
stores and the additional 45 new stores 
will complement and enhance the 
existing mix. Shoppers will be offered 
an exciting shopping experience 
across a full spectrum of local and 
international brands. The diverse 

range of stores of stores includes the 
first Dischem in the area, Toys R Us 
(the only branch of this national chain 
in the Limpopo region), Baby City, a 
KFC drive-through, extensions to all 
four major banks (Standard Bank, 
Nedbank, Absa and FNB), a Truworths 
Emporium, an expanded Foschini and 
a new Markhams and Donna Clare. 
Local small business owners are also 
well represented.

Savannah Mall is being developed 
by Pietersburg Property Development 

(Pty) Ltd. The developers appointed 
consultants six years ago to start the 
planning for the new extension. Faced 
with numerous setbacks including 
re-zoning issues, the project was 
stalled. The developers persevered 
and planning eventually went ahead 
culminating in the appointment of the 
main contractors in August 2009.

The strong professional team and 
well-known, established construction 
company, Stabilid Construction (Pty) 
Ltd are confident that the extension 

Savannah Mall 
Extension
Polokwane

Proud to be associated with Savannah Mall upgrade.

Tel: (015) 292 0058 • Fax: (015) 292 0067
Email: riaan@alertsteel.co.za
Web: www.alertsteel.co.za
21 Kobalt Street
Nirvona, Polokwane

SUPPLIERS OF
• Steel
• Hardware
• Building Material
• Plumbing
• Reinforcing Steel
• Special Steel Mesh
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will be completed on time – opening of the centre is phased 
with the lower level (mainly banks) opening in June 2010 and 
the balance of the centre at the end of October 2010.

The leasing agents for Savannah Mall are Broll Retail, a 
multi-disciplinary property services company with 35 years 
experience in the property industry, Broll have ensured that 
the tenant mix at Savannah Mall will remain relevant and 
appealing to the broad Polokwane consumer base.

Savannah Mall has always been marketed as community-
centred mall with an emphasis on an enjoyable shopping 
experience in a welcoming and safe environment. This 
important aspect will be retained and further enhanced 
with the well-planned extension and refurbishment of the 
shopping centre. Friendly and effective customer service will 
remain a priority and the unique ambience of Savannah Mall 
is expected to continue and ensure its success. BqM

PROFESSIONAL TEAm

Client:   Pietersburg property  
   Development (pty) Ltd
main Contractors:  Stabilid Construction
mechanical/Electrical Engineers:
  SNA Consulting Electrical 
  and L.Mommen
  SNA Consulting Electrical 
  and D.Booysen
Structural/Civil Engineers: Iliso Consulting J. Borthwick
Quantity Surveyors: Africoat
Fire Protection Engineers: Fire Dynamics Africa
Design Architects:  Leon Jacobs 
Architects:  LVDW Newcastle 
Traffic Engineers:  WSP

Tel: 011 452-5160 
Fax: 011 452-6113

Dir Fax: 086 503 7155 
Tender Fax: 086 503 7124

Email: geo@gdar.co.za

13 Main Road, 
Eastleigh, Edenvale

 
Proud to be associated with Savannah Mall upgrade.

GDAR 
Plumbing

Savannah mall 
A contemporary design
LVDW Architects Incorporated is responsible for the 
functional and aesthetically pleasing design of the 
extension and renovation of Savannah mall, which 
includes the following:

•	 A	new	main	entrance	and	renovation	of	existing	entrances.	
•	 A	 triple-volume	 centre	 court	 area,	 with	 access	 from	 the	

new roof parking, basement parking and other levels. This 
will be a major feature of the new addition – the large oval 
promotion court (with the oval penetrating through all levels) 
will culminate in a skylight on the parking deck. This spacious 
area will be ideal for promotions and displays and will feature 
an information kiosk. 

•	 Two	new	glass	lifts	and	six	new	escalators	will	also	link	access	
for the three levels around the centre court and will provide 
for optimal shopper reticulation.

•	 Larger	shop	fronts	will	be	3,35-metre	high	providing	retailers	
with additional display space. 

•	 Parking	extensions	and	renovations	–	the	site	is	very	restricted	
and providing sufficient parking to meet local authority 
requirements posed a problem that was resolved by slotting 
in a mezzanine parking deck as the roof space of the addition. 
There will be 2,170 new bays – 600 will be under cover.

•	 Finishes	in	the	extension	will	be	simple	yet	visually	striking.	
The area features lean lines and good functionality

•	 Refurbished	restrooms.
•	 Tiles	in	the	new	section	will	be	bolder	but	will	complement	

existing tiles. Tiles have been specifically selected for their 
semi-polished qualities, which work well in an area where 
excessive mine dust can create slippery surfaces. Walk-off 
carpeting at the access points to the mall provides an anti-
dust action.

•	 Improved	lighting	–	the	centre	will	be	brighter	with	special	
light fittings used in the new extension and later being 
introduced across the entire building.

•	 Attention	to	detail	has	been	an	important	part	of	the	project.	
This will be reflected in all the elements and includes wooden 
benches and clear, visible directional signage. 
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Jubilee Mall another 
unique addition to 
Hammanskraal

DLC Town  Plan (Pty) Ltd  
(Formerly known as De Lange Town & Regional Planners)    

PO Box  35921 Menlo Park, South Africa, 0102  
46 26th Street, Menlo Park, South Africa, 0081  
Cell: +27 (82) 775 4740  
Tel: +27 (12) 346 7890  
Fax: +27 (86) 538 1064
Email: fj@dlcgroup.co.za

Proud to be the Townplanner 
of Jubilee Mall.
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The shopping patterns of the 
450,000 people that live in the 
wider hammanskraal/ Temba area 
north of Pretoria are set to change 
significantly when the new R400-
million Jubilee mall opens in April 
2011.

hammanskraal – a trading hub
The Hammanskraal area dates back 
almost a century. It was named after 
Hamman, a cattleman who, to protect 
his livestock from predators, set up a 
stockade in the area. Over the years, 
Hammanskraal developed into a trading 
hub for the wider area and towns as far 
as 50 km away. Today it serves a large 
rural community and several smaller 
towns such as Ramotse, Marokolong, 
Kanana, Temba, Majaneng, Bosplaas, 
Makapanstad and other nearby 
villages.

The well-established residential and 
business districts of Hammanskraal and 
Temba are located 50 km north of the 
CBD of Pretoria. The area, which forms 
part of the municipal area of the City of 
Tshwane, is highly accessible from the 
N1 freeway and the R101. Jubilee Mall 
is located within this business node, 
which contains essential administrative 
services, medical facilities and a satellite 
campus of the University of Pretoria

Demand for further retail space 
Extensive feasibility studies were 
carried out prior to the inception of 
the planning for Jubilee Mall. There 

were strong indications for the need 
to provide a regional mall with a wider 
retail offering than existing facilities. 
The current retail offering is cluttered 
and extremely limited which means that 
consumers have to travel elsewhere 
to do the bulk of their shopping. A 
substantial outflow of spend goes to 
Pretoria at a high transport and time 
cost to the consumer.

Extensive market studies indicated 
that the existing Hammanskraal retail 
supply of 50,000m² was insufficient for 
the area’s needs and indicated a strong 
demand for a further 107,000m² of 
additional retail space with a much 
broader and more qualitative offering.

Superb location
The Mall, currently in Phase 1 
of construction, is situated in 
Hammanskraal west in a prime location 
at the corner of two main arterials – 
Jubilee Road, which services Temba 
and the towns further north and Harry 
Gwala Road a provincial arterial linking 
Hammanskraal with the western 
towns all the way to Soshanguve and 
Mabopane. The position offers high 
visibility, easy access and good proximity 
to transport and other facilities. 

Excellent tenant mix
Jubilee Mall will have a broad retail 
and service offering. The four anchor 
tenants are Pick n’ Pay, Game, Edgars 
and SuperSpar and other national 
chains will be well represented.
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REDEVELOPMENT
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The full range of stores include 
clothing, restaurants, seven banks, 
audio visual, electronics, music, home 
furnishings, art, décor, textiles, furniture, 
a post office, Telkom, hardware, 
stationery and an optometrist.

Phase 1
The 18ha site has development rights 
over 100,000m². The first phase of the 
development of this regional shopping 
centre will provide 38,000m2 of 
enclosed mall with four main anchors, 
three lead in smaller malls and a central 
mall.

Designed by LP Architects the Jubilee 
Mall will feature suspended ceilings 
and high atriums, natural lighting, high 
quality finishes with porcelain tiles and 
energy efficient air conditioning and 
artificial lighting.

Finishes on the internal walls will 
consist of plaster paint and porcelain 
tiles and the external finishes will 
consist of face brick, plaster, paint and 
tiling. External reticulation areas will 
offer protection from the elements.

The centre’s amenities will include 
ample restroom facilities, security and 
centre management offices, exhibition 
areas and a marketing help-desk.

Security 
Sophisticated security controls and 
CCTV cameras will ensure the safety of 
the customers in the mall and parking 
areas.

Access and parking
There will be two access points for 
customer vehicles with separate access 
for deliveries. The centre will have 
over 1600 parking bays and drop-off 
facilities for approximately 200 taxis.

Experienced owners and 
developers 
The owners and developers of this 
exciting new venture are New Africa 

Developments (NAD) (Pty) Ltd. NAD is 
a dynamic property group, which, since 
its inception in 1991, has successfully 
completed more than 30 prime 
developments in southern Africa. 
These include Batho Plaza, Alexandra 
Plaza – Phase 2, Wynberg, BP Rivonia, 
Rivonia, Minolco Office Block and 
Warehouse, Highveld Technopark, 
Centurion Midqueen Office Block, 
Brooklyn, Pretoria, Kamaqhekeza 
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Plaza, Kamaqhekeza, Mpumalanga 
and Pongola City, Pongola Djuma 
Bush Lodge and Siyabuswa Plaza, 
Siyabuswa.

The NAD group has specialist 
expertise in the niche sector of retail 
developments in underdeveloped areas 
in South Africa. The company has 
been instrumental in bringing major 
retailers into previously disadvantaged 
communities through the development 

of leading local shopping centres, often 
in joint venture partnership with black 
empowered groups.

NAD’s holistic approach to 
property development is underpinned 
by a commitment to create socially 
acceptable, appropriate and affordable 
environments. Developments are 
characterised by cost-effective, 
aesthetically pleasing designs that cater 
to local communities’ social needs. 

NAD, a long-standing member of 
SAPOA, has a significant portfolio of 
prime land for retail and commercial 
development. The property portfolio 
comprises developments, which 
have been retained to capitalise on 
value. Over the last two decades, the 
group has built a valuable asset-base 
that includes commercial and leisure 
developments such as offices and a 
bush lodge. 

The NAD team has a wide range 
of complementary skills and bring a 
significant depth of experience to each 
project. The company’s directors – Japie 
van Niekerk, Pieter Prinsloo and Corne 
Claassen – have the specialist expertise 
and experience to successfully develop, 
lease and manage Jubilee Mall.

Significant benefits to the 
community
The establishment of the regional 
shopping centre will act as a catalyst 
for further development in the area. 
The local population and economy 

will benefit from new employment 
opportunities and valuable consumer 
spend will be retained in the area 
resulting in further economic growth 
and improvement in the quality of life.

To date NAD , through its various 
projects, has been directly involved 
in the creation of more than 2000 
permanent jobs and thousands of 
temporary jobs in construction, shop 
fitting, staff for tenants, cleaners, 
security, management and related 
positions. BqM
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PROFESSIONAL TEAm

Project & Construction managers
Betts Townsend
Town Planner
DLTP Town Planner
Architect
LP Architects
Quantity Surveyor
QS2 Quantity Surveyors
Civil Engineer
DG Consulting Engineers
Structural Engineer
DG Consulting Engineers
Electrical Engineer
Watson Mattheus
mechanical Engineer
Charles Pein & Partners Inc.
Fire Consultant
Safety Fire Technology
Environmental Consulting
Lokisa
Traffic
WSP SA Civil & Structural Engineers
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The award-winning Clearwater  
mall will be expanding to 
accommodate the growing demand 
for further retail space at this 
popular shopping centre. The first 
earthworks started in October 2009 
and the project is scheduled for 
completion in November 2010. 

Clearwater Mall has become one of the 
preferred shopping destinations in the 
northwestern suburbs of Johannesburg 
in the rapidly expanding residential 
node along Hendrik Potgieter Drive. 

The Mall’s success bears testimony 
to the design expertise of Bentel 
Associates International (BAI), the 
architects responsible for the original 
architecture of the building. Built in 
2004 on a 17,3 hectare site at the 
junction of Christiaan de Wet and 
Hendrik Potgieter Roads, the superbly 
designed Mall currently has 64 000m2 
of shops, cinemas and restaurants. It is 
configured in a three-legged triangular 
format with anchor tenants Pick ‘n 
Pay, Woolworths and Edgars at each 
point of the triangle. A unique feature 
of Clearwater Mall is the retractable 
sliding roof, which can be closed to 
cover the entire central piazza area in 
unfavourable weather conditions. 

The 23 000m2 extension is 
to accommodate the expansion 
requirements of Edgars, Woolworths 
and Stuttafords. In addition, a new 5 
300m2 Game store and a selection of 
fashion and electronic brands will be 
included in the extension.

The current configuration of the 
Mall allows parking surrounding the 
building on all sides with convenient 
access to all shops. One of the six 
entrances has direct access to the 
entertainment court and includes a 
drop-off zone. 

The front of the centre currently 
has on-grade parking – another new 
deck on top of that which will provide 

on-grade parking to the first floor level. 
The design also includes space for a 
link to the future rapid transit system 
and a taxi rank with 45 bays.

The architectural team is finding the 
design of the extension challenging, 
particularly in terms of the fact that the 
project is on a very tight budget and 
there are power usage restrictions.

It was not possible to obtain extra 
electricity permissions for the added 
space at Clearwater Mall. This has 
necessitated innovative design plans 
which incorporate several sustainable 
options, especially in terms of 
increasing the amount of natural light 
in the extension.

However, in all the buildings BAI 
design, they are increasingly focusing 
on various aspects of sustainability and 
energy efficiency. Clients are looking 
more closely at environmental issues 
maintenance and operating costs and 
many are realising that initial capital 
outlay will be offset in the medium to 
long-term.

Bentel Associates International 

is fully committed to developing 
a sustainable building philosophy. 
South Africa has recently adopted the 
Australian Green Star Code which 
includes best practice standards that 
are applicable and customised to the 
South African built environment. Energy 
efficiency is commercially viable and 
with lifecycle cost taken into account, 
the increased upfront expenditure is 
justified and in this case unavoidable, 
as further power permissions were not 
possible.

The sustainable approach to 
architectural design implies additional 
design challenges. BAI already has 
extensive experience in terms of the 
consideration of appropriate materials 
and the use of design and technology 
to conserve energy. The company 
has always maintained an innovative 
approach to aesthetic but functional 
visual design solutions that are flexible 
and which respect the environment and 
context within which a new building is 
sited. BqM

clearwater Mall 
to be expanded
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